
Your office isn’t just an office. It’s the place where employees collaborate, 
brainstorm and produce the best results for your organization.  

Your workspace’s physical environment is key to driving productivity. In fact, 77% of workers surveyed 
reported that their physical work environment has a moderate or great deal of impact on their productivity.* 
When a workspace is thoughtfully designed, employee productivity can flourish. 

Evaluate whether your workspace is conducive  
to accelerating growth  by answering these questions: 

Are there designated areas for collaborative work, such as meeting rooms or open workspaces? 

Do employees have designated space where they can focus on their work?

Are workstations designed to minimize distractions and mitigate noise, such as with partitions or cubicles?  

Are workstations adjustable to accommodate different heights and preferences? 

Do workstations provide proper support for wrists, arms and back? 

Are chairs adjustable in terms of height, seat depth and lumbar support? 

Do chairs promote good posture and comfort during extended periods of sitting? 

Are sit/stand desks available as an option for employees? 

Are common areas furnished with comfortable seating options for breaks or informal meetings? 

Do your employees have enough space to complete their work without occupying  somebody else’s space? 

Are there visual reminders of the company's brand identity throughout the workspace? 

Is the decor aesthetically pleasing and conducive to employee well-being and productivity? 
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20-24: Your space is set up thoughtfully! Upgrades or additional solutions can further success.

13-19: Your space is on the right track, but additional solutions can help boost productivity.

0-12: Inspiring productivity at your office is on the horizon. We’re here to help! 

Score 

Results:

Solutions that meet your needs.
NBF is here to help you build a space that fuels your team.  Whether you want to shop online or 
with the help of an expert, we got you.  Visit nbf.com or call us at (844-897-8146) today.  


